INTRODUCING HARMONY OF THE SEAS’ THRILLING ENTERTAINMENT
Harmony of the Seas sets the stage for unparalleled entertainment in the air, in water and on ice. Among
the robust lineup of experiences onboard are the jaw-dropping high-diving, acrobatic and aquatic
spectaculars in the deepest pool at sea at the iconic AquaTheater; an ice show extravaganza in the ship’s
signature ice arena, Studio B, and Broadway’s hit musical Grease. From original stage productions that will
have guests dancing and jiving in their seats to high-tech and high-definition shows on ice, Harmony’s
lineup is unlike anything ever seen before – all in one place.
The Biggest Curtain Call Yet
The Royal Theater, Harmony’s main theater and largest entertainment venue, is a state-of-the-art theater
designed with the latest technology to deliver an immersive performance environment that rivals landbased theaters. Seating 1,380 guests, the Royal Theater‘s two new headlining shows are specially
presented by Royal Caribbean Productions:
• Grease – the all-new stage production – the first at sea – is brought to life by Royal Caribbean
Productions with dynamic and original choreography, costumes and aerial elements. The beloved
classic, adapted with Royal Caribbean flair, is the performance that will draw even the most
seasoned theatergoers. Guests follow the romantic twists and turns of Sandy and Danny as they
navigate the tricky social waters of Rydell High School while trying to keep their reputations – and
relationship – intact
• Columbus, The Musical! – an original Royal Caribbean production created in the spirit of “Spamalot”
and “Something Rotten” gives guests the chance to embark on a journey that recounts the
imagined history of Marvin Columbus, Christopher’s fictional, down-on-his-luck, distant cousin.
Banished from his family’s kingdom, Marvin sets sail on a madcap voyage of discovery in the hopes
of claiming his own place in history. Unforeseen romance and a “happily ever after” are on the map
as Marvin crashes into his Caribbean destiny
AquaTheater Reaches New Heights
An Oasis-class signature venue with an awe-inspiring ocean backdrop, the AquaTheater is an
amphitheater-style space that accommodates more than 700 guests who can experience stunning
acrobatics and high-diving aerial performances. New AquaTheater shows onboard Harmony include:
• The Fine Line – a journey from extreme to extraordinary, The Fine Line is an AquaTheater
production redefined with high-flying feats, mind-blowing stunts and physically demanding
acrobatics brought to life by the world’s best extreme-sport athletes. Designed as a 360-degree
immersive entertainment experience, revelers will be wishing for eyes in the back of their head to
take in all the action happening around them
• Hideaway Heist –an action-packed comedy aqua show that dives into the world of a swanky 1950s
holiday resort, where guys ‘n’ dolls take the audience on a frolicking escapade in, on and around the
pool as an undercover detective, playing the part of a high-rolling vacationer, pursues a crafty
burglar
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A Futuristic Spin on Ice
Studio B, Royal Caribbean’s beloved entertainment venue is more impressive than ever. Thanks to new
and advanced ultra-high definition and video technology that transforms the surface into a dazzling
canvas. Studio B is a backdrop that blends fantasy with reality with the introduction of two new ice-skating
shows:
• 1887 – an original Royal Caribbean production about love and adventure that begins in Paris on
February 14, 1887, at the height of renowned author Jules Verne’s career. Beginning their journey
on the frozen River Seine, Juliet and her mysterious time-traveling companion, the Tempus, travel to
multiple dimensions to discover the wonders of the world and the heart
• iSkate Showcase – an ice show unlike any other where Royal Caribbean’s talented skaters put their
best blade forward in a dazzling showcase set to their own favorite tunes. The cast goes rogue and
anything can happen
Fan Favorites Hit a High Note
On Harmony, Royal Caribbean favorites are back and better than ever, including:
• Puzzle Break: Escape the Rubicon – for the first time ever, Puzzle Break, an interactive, problemsolving group activity, is in a dedicated, fully produced space fit for a Hollywood studio where guests
must come together to solve a collection of puzzles that will eventually unravel the mystery of the
Rubicon. With only 60 minutes of life-support, the suspense builds with every tick of the clock
• Red Party – the hottest high-energy party at sea with DJs, surprise performances, special effects and
technology, Red Party is an all-out nightlife extravaganza and an experience not to be missed
• Stowaway Piano – the pop-up piano player, which originally debuted on Anthem of the Seas, heads
to Harmony. Behind the door. Around the corner. In the elevator. By the pool. Guests never know
where the Stowaway Piano will turn up next
The Royal Promenade Returns
On the Royal Promenade, Harmony continues Royal Caribbean’s famed theme nights and parades with:
• Totally Awesome 90s – debuting the evolution of Royal Caribbean’s much-loved 70s Party, Harmony
has the clock pushed forward to the 90s. Guests can party it up in a new era, when soundtracks
were dominated by teen-pop, dance-pop and the growing popularity of hip-hop. A live DJ spinning
90s hits, live pop-up performances and crazy neon tracksuits set the stage to transport partygoers
back to this totally awesome decade
• Let’s Celebrate! – vacationers really don’t need an excuse to celebrate, but Royal Caribbean is giving
guests one anyway with Let’s Celebrate! – the ultimate celebration of celebrations. Birthdays,
Valentine’s Day, St. Patrick’s Day, Fourth of July and New Year’s Eve will all be celebrated at once, in
an out-of-this-world parade that’s truly unforgettable
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